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Artists:

J Kay Aplin, Faith Bebbington, Marion Brandis, Kiran Chahal, Mat Chivers, Sineid Codd, David Cotterell,
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		Clare Hudman, Walter Jack, Susan Kinley, Jeremy Lord, Stuart Low, Heidi Morstang, Kate Munro, Natasha
		Rampley, Lucy Turner, Angus Ross, Christian Ryan, Chris Tipping, Sarah Wakeford, David Watson

Funders:
			

Strategic Health Authority, Ryhurst, AWP Charitable Funds, Avon Capital Programme, John Lewis Small
Grants Fund

Collaborators:

Dementia Voice, Forest of Avon Makers Cooperative

Older Adult Unit Textiles Workshops
lead by June Heap
Image: Willis Newson

Moving On, part of a £90 million PFI capital development for Avon & Wiltshire Mental
Health Partnership NHS Trust (AWP), was completed between 2003 and 2007. Willis
Newson commissioned and project managed the creation of artworks for sites in
Bristol, South Gloucestershire and North Somerset. We developed an art strategy
to help manage the process of transition to the new buildings and defined an arts
programme with the aim of creating the best possible environment for care within the new
developments. A research project undertaken by AWP and the University of the West of
England evaluated the impact of the programme.
More information about Moving On is available on a dedicated website:
www.movingonarts.info.
“‘Moving on’ is unique: it is impressive for the scale of the commission for arts
in mental health; remarkable as a site-specific collection of quality artwork; and
exemplary for the evaluation of the project...”
Susan Francis, Health Adviser, Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment.
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Background
AWP is one of the largest specialist mental health trusts outside London, providing
services to people experiencing mental distress across a wide area. Willis Newson
was commissioned by the Trust to develop an arts strategy for their new capital
developments in early 2003.

Scope
Room for Reflection
by Chris Ryan
Image: Paul Highnam

Following consultation with key stakeholders, we developed an art strategy and
commissioned and briefed artists. We oversaw the design process, including
participatory and consultation workshops with service users, and managed the
installation of finished artworks. The commissioned artworks are spread across four
geographical localities: Fromeside Medium Secure Services in South Gloucestershire,
Callington Road Hospital in Bristol, three units in North Somerset and three units in
South Gloucestershire.
Process

Detail of PICU bench
by Tom Redfern and Oliver Drake
Image: Paul Highnam

Following consultation with staff, service users, PFI partners, architects and local arts
and mental health groups, we presented a draft arts strategy for this project in July
2003. Funding was secured from the Strategic Health Authority and the PFI partner
Ryhurst, the Avon Capital Programme and AWP Charitable Funds.
The project benefited from the leadership of an overall Arts Steering Group. Individual
Arts Groups were also set up within each of the four sites involved. Staff and service
users were involved in the selection of artists. All commissioned artists received a
detailed induction to the project, about the four specific sites chosen and to working in
mental health generally. Where possible, opportunities for service users to participate
in the process were created through hands-on workshops facilitated with the help of
occupational and arts therapy staff.

Detail of ceramic wall work
by Marion Brandis
Image: Paul Highnam
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AWP and the University of the West of England (UWE) were awarded funding from
NHS Estates to deliver an evaluation of the project, entitled ‘Building on the Evidence’.
Willis Newson worked closely with the research team to evaluate the project, ensuring
that lessons learnt could be disseminated. The evaluation findings were also used to
develop a best practice framework.
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Strategy
Reception bench
by Forest of Avon
Image: Nigel Noyes

A key aim of Moving On was to give service users and staff a chance to be involved in
the creation of high quality, supportive environments within the new PFI developments.
The arts programme was designed to help ease the process of transition and create a
sense of ownership of, and pride in, the new facilities. Both the creative process and the
finished artworks would have therapeutic value. At a detailed level, individual projects
had specific strategic aims – engaging dementia patients by creating interesting walking
routes within a dementia unit, for example.
“The arts can play an important part in creating a healing environment and, for
us, involving service users and carers in the development of the arts strategy and
the arts commissions was a vital part of that process.”
AWP Medical Director, Dr Susan O’Connor

Conclusions
Detail of Older Adult Unit reception
gllazing by Stuart Low
Image: Paul Highnam

Moving On and the evaluative research project that ran alongside it demonstrated very
clearly the value and benefits of participatory arts to service users and staff in mental
healthcare settings. This led to another successful project with AWP, Arts at Callington
Road, in which participation was the main focus.
A copy of the UWE evaluation of the programme is available at:
http://hsc.uwe.ac.uk/net/research/Default.aspx?pageid=205

Tree plaque
by Forest of Avon
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Ceramic Mosaic
by Marion Brandis
Image: Paul Highnam

Screen-printed wall panels
by Lucy Turner
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:

Acute Adult Wall Works

Artists:

Marion Brandis, Lucy Turner, Kiran Chahal

Three artists created works for the walls of various spaces within the two Adult
Acute Units at Callington Road Hospital. Service users were involved in the
creative process through their participation in workshops led by the artists.
Marion Brandis’s ceramic mosaics enliven the dining rooms and corridors. For the
multi-functional rooms, printmaker Lucy Turner created screen-printed metal pieces.
Kiran Chahal, mural artist, devised spray-painted aluminium wall pieces for the mixed
lounges. These artworks introduce colour and interest throughout, helping to make
communal spaces in particular feel less clinical.

Stencil metal wall panels
by Kiran Chahal
Image: Paul Highnam
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Detail of Blueskyfence
by Walter Jack
Image: Paul Highnam

Blueskyfence
by Walter Jack
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:

Blueskyfence

Artist:

Walter Jack

You cannot miss Blueskyfence as you enter the grounds of Callington Road
Hospital. This curved sculptural fence was created by Walter Jack, who worked
with local students at Brislington Enterprise College to develop the design.
It is made of over 3,000 coloured stove-enamelled disks fixed to curving stainless
steel. The effect as you walk past is of a shimmering pixellated sky – a stunning and
unexpected welcome to the hospital facilities.

Detail of Blueskyfence
by Walter Jack
Image: Paul Highnam
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Walnut Tree Bench
by Angus Ross
Image: Paul Highnam

Detail of Café Bench
by Angus Ross
Image: Paul Highnam

Café Furniture
by Angus Ross
Image: Paul Highnam
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Commission:

Café Furniture and Walnut Tree Bench

Artist:

Angus Ross

Angus Ross’s furniture enhances and defines the café and main reception spaces
within Callington Road Hospital. It provides comfortable and functional seats and
tables for people visiting and using the café. His sculptural centrepiece to the
café functions as seats, a bar, a table or a place to sit and work.
He also created a seat, inspired by plant cells and the texture of walnut shells, to go
around the walnut tree at the centre of the Callington Road site. This unique seat
is made of linked sections of English oak with a sculpted, undulating surface. Most
existing trees and planting were removed before the building of the new hospital began
and only the walnut tree remains. Seating faces out from and in towards the tree,
highlighting its importance as well as allowing people to simply enjoy sitting beneath it.
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Terracotta & mosaic garden features
by Marion Brandis
Image: Paul Highnam

Detail of terracotta coping stones
by Marion Brandis
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:

Older Adult Unit Garden

Artist:

Marion Brandis

A series of works by ceramic artist Marion Brandis encourage people out into the
garden of the Functional Ward of the Older Adult Unit at Callington Road.
The artworks are designed to stimulate the senses. Ceramic path inlays of daisies form
a daisy chain round the garden, inviting people to follow them. Following the same
theme, two large planters are also decorated with daisies. A bird feeder takes on the
surprising shape of an obelisk. A square brick planter has a decorative top edging with a
tactile surface.

Terracotta coping stones
by Marion Brandis
Image: Paul Highnam
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Older Adult Textile Workshop
Image: Willis Newson

Commission:

Older Adult Textiles

Artist:

June Heap

June Heap’s textiles help to make the Day Unit of the Older Adult Unit at
Callington Road a welcome and reassuring space.
Service user artworks
from Textile Workshop
Image: Paul Highnam

Detail of silk beading
Image: Paul Highnam
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Service users and staff were involved in their creation through eight participatory
workshops. They used a variety of techniques, including silk-painting and beading, and
learned how to mount and frame each piece. Staff were not certain that service users
would have the dexterity and attention span required to finish their artworks. However,
not only did the women involved attend regularly and finish their individual pieces, they
also made presents of a sewing box and needle case for June. A celebration at the end
of the project saw participants returning and bringing families, friends and neighbours to
see what they had achieved.
June also used photographs, collages and prints made by the workshop participants to
create four textile pieces employing mola and machine stitching techniques. These take
their inspiration from imagery of local land and aerial views.
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Detail of Reception Glazing
by Stuart Low
Image: Paul Highnam

Older Adult Unit Reception Glazing
by Stuart Low
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:

Older Adult Unit Reception Glazing

Artist:

Stuart Low

Glass artist Stuart Low created glazing for the waiting area in the entrance to
the Older Adult Unit at Callington Road Hospital. Stuart worked with antique
glass, staining, etching and painting it to achieve different textures and levels of
opacity.
The glass fills the circular space with a colourful glow and contributes to an uplifting
atmosphere. Images in the glass are positive and natural, featuring themes of growth
and regeneration, wind and rain and petals in the breeze.

Detail of Reception Glazing
by Stuart Low
Image: Paul Highnam
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Section from Wandering Trail
by Fit Design
Image: Paul Highnam

Detail of panel from Wandering Trail
by Fit Design
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:

Older Adult Unit Wandering Trail

Artist:

Fit Design

3D designers Fit Design created interactive artworks on a curved wall inside the
Dementia Ward at Callington Road. These invite people to touch, engage with,
and follow them as they describe an interesting walking route around the ward.
Following consultation with staff and service users, Fit decided to use a set of
photographs of Bristol, some of which are interactive. These show familiar local sights
such as the Clifton Suspension Bridge and the Balloon Festival. They are linked by a
painted river, whose course is based on that of the River Avon. Interactive elements
include a push-button light box, a scent box, and balloon images on disks that can be
rotated.

Panel from the Wandering Trail
by Fit Design
Image: Paul Highnam
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PICU Bench
byTom Redfern and Oliver Drake
Image: Paul Highnam

Commission:
Artist:

Xylophone Bench
by Nick Sneller and Joe Cooper
Image: Paul Highnam

Detail of Segment Board Bench
by Nick Sneller and Joe Cooper
Image: Paul Highnam
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Out of the Woods Benches
Nigel Howe, Tom Redfern, Oliver Drake, Joe Cooper, Nick Sneller, Sue Darlison

Out of the Woods was a partnership project between AWP and the Forest of
Avon Co-operative. Its aim was to produce beautiful, functional, indigenous
wooden outdoor furniture to enhance the gardens of the new facilities. It provided
employment for local makers and forest workers and opportunities for service
users to develop new skills.
Eight pieces of handcrafted outdoor furniture were created and have been placed in the
gardens of various mental health units run by AWP. This unique collection of benches
is made from locally harvested, reclaimed, renewable and sustainably-sourced timber.
Service users were actively and creatively involved in the production of some of the
pieces.
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